Welcome to Cosmopolitan
Cosmopolitan residential doors are not just about quality and
security, they are about creating lasting impressions. Doors
have a huge influence on the overall character and ambience
of your home, making it important you choose the right door
for your property.

Madeira: Nebulous*

Madeira: Capricorn*

Madeira: Eclipse

Madeira: Corvus

Madeira: Red Rock

Madeira: Moon Shadow

Why Cosmopolitan?
Cosmopolitan is the leading brand in residential door panels
in the UK. Our doors are not only stylish and secure; they
offer excellent thermal efficiency properties helping to reduce
energy loss in your home.
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Ayres: Libra*

Napoli: Cassiopeia

Napoli: Capella

Athens I: Solid

Geneva II: Climbing Rose

Geneva II: Mira

Geneva II: Corona*

Geneva II: Mimas

Verona: Sunflower*

Cannes II: Rosebud with Number

Cannes II: Georgian Bar

Cannes III: Aries*

Glass image - Capricorn

Ayres: Tucana

Please see page 8 for additional glass designs and colour options.

* Contains Gluechip Glass. We recommend clear backing glass with these designs.
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100% Glass
Glass is important to us, never will you find a Cosmopolitan
design made with anything other than glass. Many other
manufacturers still use cheaper plastic inserts between the
glass.
Years of research and development into glass designs,
enables us to offer some fantastic pieces using different
techniques which will enhance your front door.
Glass image - Ursa
Tuscany: Titania*

Bordeaux II: Rose Square Lead

Bordeaux II: Cosmos*

Bordeaux II: Sculptor*

Bordeaux II: Ursa

Glass image - Aries

London: Virgo*

High Quality
Our glass range features some time-served traditional
classics, through to contemporary and unique designs that
are sure to get the neighbours talking. All BSI registered
Cosmopolitan double glazed units feature toughened glass
as standard, whilst also benefitting from warm edge glazing
technology for excellent thermal efficiency.

* Contains Gluechip Glass. We recommend clear backing glass with these designs.
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Backdoor: Atlanta*

Backdoor: Boston*

Backdoor: Ascot

Backdoor: Rome

Backdoor: Ayres
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Glass image - Sunflower

Backdoor: Madeira

Backdoor: Tuscany

Backdoor: Johannesburg*

Backdoor: Washington*

To choose your backing glass
please refer to page 8.
* Available as half panels.

Seville/Madeira: Seville/Madeira Side Panel

Athens I: Athens Side Panel
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IMPRESSION
Create a lasting impression with
Cosmopolitan’s range of inverted
mouldings, for those looking for a
close match to traditional timber, but
with all the advantages that PVC-U
doors provide.

Udinese: Clear Glass

Hamburg: Red Rock

Innsbruck: Solid
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Glass image - Nebulous

Hamburg: Capricorn*

Hamburg: Nebulous*

Pisa: Georgian Bar
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All door styles in the Impression
collection feature inverted mouldings
to replicate traditional timber doors.

Pisa: Aries*
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Oslo: Rose Square Lead

Oslo: Ursa
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PERFECTION
The name says it all for this collection
featuring real glass bevels that provide
stunning effects for any home. The
intricate and tasteful glass bevels are
encapsulated within the sealed glass
unit making the door easy to clean.

Madeira: Virtuous*

Madeira: Tranquillity*

Madeira: Tranquillity Emerald*
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Glass image - Virtuous

Ayres: Clarity*

Ayres: Purity*
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Verona: Elegance*

Seville: Sublime*
* Contains Gluechip Glass. We recommend clear backing glass with these designs.
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COLOUR OPTIONS
All doors in the Cosmopolitan collection are available in White, Light Oak, Rosewood or Mahogany and perfectly match most
window and conservatory colours.

STANDARD COLOURS

White

Rosewood

Light Oak

ADDITIONAL COLOURS

Mahogany

Black

Gale Grey

Royal Red

Midnight Blue

Crème Weiss

Beige

Fir Green

Walnut

Irish Oak

HEAT SHIELD
Heat Shield is standard on all our woodgrain doors. The technology prevents your door from absorbing heat, which causes
dark colours to expand and contract on hot days. Similar to wooden doors when they expand and no longer fit in the frame,
some PVC-U doors still suffer with this problem. With Heat Shield you can rest assured your door won’t crack, warp or bubble.

ADDITIONAL GLASS DESIGNS

Option II: Diamond Lead

Option I: Georgian Bar
Create a stylish and simple effect
with Georgian Bars designed
to look like traditional Georgian
windows. Available in White, Light
Oak and Woodgrain (suitable for
Rosewood & Mahogany colours).

Nothing rivals the timeless old
English look of diamond leaded
doors and windows. A true classic
that adds an exclusive feel to
both contemporary and traditional
homes.

Option III: Square Lead

Option IV: Obscure Glass*

A similar style to Diamond Lead,
this stylish pattern creates a great
look at an affordable price.

Choose any style of door with
clear or obscured glass from the
selection below. A particularly
popular choice is Gluechip as
shown above. (Additional cost
option, random pattern)

NB, Georgian Bar is only available in the following door styles, Bordeaux, Cannes, Madeira, Geneva, Rome, Tuscany, Oslo, Pisa, Hamburg & Udinese.

PATTERNED BACKING GLASS
Once you have chosen your Cosmopolitan glass design, you will now
need to select what type of backing glass you want. We recommend
that all designs that feature our decorative Gluechip glass designs
are backed using clear glass.

Glacier
Obscurity Rating 10/10

Sandstone
Obscurity Rating 8/10

Gluechip*
Obscurity Rating 8/10
(Additional cost option)

If choosing glass for a side or back door we recommend choosing
Glacier, Sandstone, Gluechip, Woodland, Honeycomb or Misted
glass as these provide the most stylish finishes combined with high
levels of obscurity.

Woodland
Obscurity Rating 6/10

*Gluechip glass is a stunning random pattern popular throughout the UK. No two pieces are ever the same.
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Honeycomb
Obscurity Rating 4/10

Misted
Obscurity Rating 10/10
(Additional cost option)

FURNITURE
Firstly, select the colour
you would like your door
furniture to be from the
letter plates to the left,
then choose what added
extras you would like to
compliment your door.

Chrome

Polished Gold

White

Black

Knockers

Knockers (with spyhole)

Scroll Knocker

Numbers & Letters

CONSERVATORY
If choosing a conservatory panel please select your moulding style, followed by your colour choice.
Once you have chosen these, you then need to select what reinforcement level to go for.
(Please see below).

Conservatory: Oxford

Conservatory: York

Conservatory: Cambridge

Conservatory: Harvard

Conservatory: Atlanta

Conservatory: Boston

White

Rosewood

Light Oak

Mahogany

REINFORCEMENT
For extra peace of mind, all our doors are available in several different reinforcing options that provide
exceptional levels of security.

Standard core

Single MDF core

Double MDF core

Solid MDF core
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Welcome to Rockdoor
Rockdoor, a sister brand of Cosmopolitan, is
the leading manufacturer of high quality, high
security PVC-U composite doors. Composite
doors bridge the gap between standard
residential doors (as shown in this brochure)
and traditional timber doors.
Rockdoor is an engineered door system which
offers security and style as standard. It combines
the realistic appearance of a traditional timber
door with the all the benefits of PVC-U.

Secured by Design
Secured by Design is a Police backed
accreditation awarded to Rockdoor for its strong
and robust door. Other industry accreditations
to give you complete peace of mind include
PAS 23 & PAS 24 demonstrating the quality of
the door itself.

Colours
Rockdoors are available in 12 colours, together
with a wide range of high quality colour coordinated door furniture. All our woodgrain doors
are protected by the revolutionary Heat Shield
technology.

Stable Doors
Rockdoor is widely respected in the industry for
manufacturing one of the best Stable Doors on
the market. Our delightful Stable Door allows
you to open the top half separately, giving you
security when dealing with visitors and keeps
children and pets secure whilst allowing fresh
air into your home.

French Doors
Rockdoor also manufactures extremely strong
and secure composite French Doors which are
Secured by Design accredited as standard.

Find out More
Simply ask your installer for more information or
visit Rockdoor.com.
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ROCKDOOR
EST 1996

Rock Solid Everytime
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gap HEAD

OFFICE

Partnership Way
Shadsworth Business Park
Blackburn BB1 2QP
T: 01254 682 888
F: 01254 688 000

GAP’s policy is one of continuous improvement and we reserve the right to change
details at any time without notice. Reproduction of this brochure - in part or full - is
strictly forbidden without the written consent of GAP. Due to variations in the printing
process, colours are to be considered as representative of the actual product. GAP
as an innovator in the industry will vigorously uphold and defend its intellectual and
artistic rights from copy.
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